
Many Christians ask this question: If intelligent life exists on other planets, maybe God created it?
At first this sounds good, but there are many problems with this idea. Here are just a few:

In Romans 8:22, the Bible says that the whole
creation was cursed because of our sin. If that
is true, would God punish other alien civiliza-
tions because of our sin? That doesn't sound
like a just and loving God. Another possibility
is that all alien civilizations sinned at exactly
the same instant as Adam and Eve, but that
seems pretty impossible. And further, would
Jesus have to go from planet to planet dying
for each alien people? No, that can't be,
because in Hebrews 10:10 it says, "...we are
sanctified through the offering of the body of
Jesus Christ once for all." You see, if we
believe that God created aliens living on other
planets, it really makes things in the Bible
become very strange. So why stretch God's
Word to include aliens, when there isn't any
proof that they exist in the first place?

Evolutionists love to point out that with all of the star systems and planets, the universe has to be
teeming with life. Do you know how many planets have been found that can support life? Is it...
a. 0   b. 1  c. 25  d. 100

The correct answer is "b". There's only one planet that can support life – Earth. Here are some
interesting facts about how the Creator made Earth special:

When Tadpoles Change into Frogs,

Doesn't that Prove Evolution?

Couldn't God have created
life on other planets?

Earth is designed especially for life!

Tadpoles are much different from the frogs they’ll soon
become. They have no jaws, lungs, or eyelids; and their
skeleton is made of cartilage. During their growth, they
begin to change – the tail is lost and limbs appear. The
first changes to appear are ‘buds’, which later grow into
the frog’s hind legs. Soon the front legs grow, and the tail
begins to shrink as the body absorbs it. Next, jaws and
teeth develop. Cartilage turns into hardened bone, and
the long, coiled intestine of the tadpole shrinks to the
short intestine of the adult.

•The amount of oxygen in our air is just right. If
there were a little less, we wouldn't be able to

breathe; if there were more, Earth would
burst into flames!

•The water cycle gives us
a constant life-giving

water supply.

•If Earth were a tiny bit closer to the sun, we'd be
fried; but if we were much further away, we'd freeze
to death.

•Our atmosphere protects
us from deadly rays of
the sun while letting
in the light and
energy we need.

In Jonathan Park & the
Escape from Utopia, Katie
learned an important lesson
about trusting God's Word.

When she saw the UFO with her own
eyes, it made her doubt the Bible.
But remember the verse she
learned?

"Sanctify them through thy truth:
thy word is truth." - John 17:17.

After she learned the UFO wasn't
real, she realized she could always
trust God's Word!         

& The Clue from Nineveh

Many people try to point to this incredible change in the
tadpole, as an example of evolution. But that’s not evolu-
tion at all. Evolution means that an animal kind gradually
changes into a completely different kind of animal over
long periods of time because of mistakes in their genes
that add new information. However, this has never been
observed.

The tadpole’s ability to change is already pre-pro-
grammed into its genes. This is just another amazing
example of how wonderfully the Creator made the ani-
mals. How creative that God made the tadpole travel such
a fascinating journey to becoming an adult frog!

Couldn't God have created
life on other planets?



Many people don't realize that two very different ideas are called evolution. When
people say "evolution," most of the time they really mean macroevolution.
Macroevolution is the belief that one animal kind can gradually turn into another
animal kind over millions of years by mistakes called mutations. How could many
mistakes add new information to the genetic code and thereby make a new animal?

The term microevolution most often refers to adaptation and variation within the
same kind of animal. Unlike macroevolution, microevolution includes changes that
are already programmed into an animal's genes. For example, only two of the dog
kind – one male and one female – (probably most like today’s wolves) got on
board Noah’s Ark. From that pair, we now have wolves, coyotes, domestic dogs,
and many other wild dogs. Microevolution is a proven fact of science, and it is
completely different from macroevolution.

At first this may sound like an odd question, but if you've never been to
Australia, how do you know that it’s really there?

Most of us have never seen Australia, so we have to
accept the evidence that it exists...

If God really does exist, there should be evidence
that He is really there...

We can read about Australia in history and geography
books. The facts that we read fit with other information
that we've received about Australia.

People can tell us about their personal experiences vis-
iting Australia. These testimonies are consistent with
other people's stories about that country.

We've seen actual pictures of Australia. These pictures
are observable evidence that Australia really does exist.
However, we must have faith that the author, traveler, or
photographer is honest and accurate.

We can read about the Creator in the history written
down in the Bible. The kings, people, and places we
read about in God's Word are often confirmed by
archaeological discoveries!

People who lived during Biblical times have written
about their firsthand experience with God. These
accounts are consistent with other written testimonies.

When God created the world, He left behind evidence of
what He did. There's design in every animal, geologic
evidence of Noah's Flood, and much more. This scientific
evidence is observable evidence that He does exist!

Like the frog, the chameleon lizard also
has an amazing ability – it can change

color! Under the skin of this lizard is a
layer of cells that contains red and

yellow pigments. Below that layer
are more cells that reflect white
and blue light.  Even deeper is a

layer of brown melanin – another
pigment. Using these special cells beneath its skin, a chameleon can turn blue, green,
yellow, red, black, white, and brown. Although many believe a chameleon changes colors
because of the surrounding colors, it’s actually influenced by its mood, the surrounding
light, and temperature. However, these factors are controlled by the environment and
usually do turn the lizard the same color as the surroundings nearby.

Sadly, many evolutionists say that such a fantastic creature just accidentally evolved by
random chance – but the evidence really points to the truth that the Creator designed
them. He gave them this ability as a way to hide from another animals
that may harm them.  Only God can program into the genes of
the chameleon the ability to change color!

Macro- vs.
Micro-Evolution

Does Australia really exist? Does God really exist?



Clues Scrambled Words

1. This scientific theory has never been proven by science.

2. The blueprints for life are stored here.

3. During the week of creation, God created each _______ of animal.

4.  According to evolution, a single-celled organism changed into all
kinds of animals through _________ changes over millions of years.

5. Evolution claims everything in the universe came about by _______.

6. The Bible tells us everything in the universe came about by God’s ___.

7. God designed the ______ lizard to change color.

8. When people say the word "evolution" they usually mean ___ evolution.

9. Examples of "evolution" are always ___ evolution (adaptation).

10. Animals can adapt because God _____ this ability into their genes.

11. Christianity isn’t a blind faith, but in harmony with scientific
_______.

12. The ____ seal from Nineveh may support the Genesis account. 

13. The Garden of _____. 

14. There's lots of scientific evidence that God does ______.

Copy the letters in the numbered squares above to the squares below to learn the hidden message.



Fibonacci Numbers make patterns
we see everywhere!

& the art heist adventure

Each number in the sequence can be calculated by
adding the last two numbers together! 

To find out, we add 89 to the number before it:

Can you calculate the next two numbers?

What comes after 89?
Answer: 233 - 377

55 - 89 - 144 - _____ - _____

55 + 89 = 144

A great example is found in the seeds of a sunflower.

If you look at the head of a sunflower, you'll
notice that the seeds are arranged in two spi-
ral patterns. If you count the seeds in a
smaller sunflower, the seeds will oftentimes
have 34 in one spiral and 55 in the other. A
larger sunflower will usually have 55 in one
direction and 89 in the other.  You'll notice
that these numbers are found in the
Fibonacci number sequence. 

Sunflowers are just one example. You will
find similar patterns in the seeds of a daisy.
Numbers in the Fibonacci sequence are
found even in the patterns of pinecones.

In Jonathan Park and the Clue from Nineveh, Jonathan and Rusty were pestering each
other. Rusty isn’t a Christian, and Jonathan should’ve known better. For a Christian, when
someone wrongs us, we should pay back evil with kindness.  Do you remember the verse
that Jonathan’s dad, Kendall, brought to memory? It was Matthew 5:44, 

"But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you;"

As Christians, we’re supposed to be the ones to set the example. Are you willing to love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you?

... there’s evidence that the

"Garden of Eden" really existed?

Did you know...

In the British Museum, there’s an ancient cylinder seal on display, rediscovered from the ancient civilization
of Nineveh. Long ago, seals like this were used to record history. When this cylinder is rolled across soft
clay, it forms a picture. In the center of this
picture stands a tree. To the right of the tree is
a man, to the left a woman. It appears that the
woman is picking fruit from the tree. A snake
stretches up behind her. This seal seems to be
telling the story of the Garden of Eden.

If the Bible is true, then all people descended
from Adam and Eve. The history of these
events would be handed down. Story tellers
might have changed some of the details, but
the basic story would remain the same. That's
the exciting thing about this cylinder – it's
dated between 2200 and 2100 BC, possibly
around the time of Abraham. While the Old
Testament tells the story of Eden, this seal
came from another people group that tells the same story! 

How do Fibonacci numbers make patterns?




